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“HD only” channel distribution is merely a side issue in the
German TV market
Linear Channel Qualities in Germany

Key Insights
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▪ Nevertheless, we expect a shift towards “HD only”
distribution driven by PSB (as with the recent ARD
announcement) and driven by Pay-TV channels.
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▪ „HD only“ channel distribution in Germany is still a
side issue; driven by the missing intention from
commercial FTA channels to skip their HD upsell
model and a reach interpretation of the public
service broadcasters (PSB) that so far still includes
SD.
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▪ A shift clearly helps to reduce distribution cost both
for TV networks and operators, consumers could
benefit from limited confusion e.g. through
“doublets” in the EPG or unclear number of channels
they are paying for.
▪ Commercial FTA channels will be cautious in order to
avoid harming their lucrative HD upsell model through
“HD only” approaches.

Duplicates and regional variants of channels are only considered as one channel
UHD only and 3D only channel brands have been counted as HD Only where applicable
Sky and HD+ numbers include unencrypted FTA HD channels
source: veed analytics and company websites, as of June 2017
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Disney and Discovery channels outperform competition in
channel price for customers
Key Insights

Avg. Monthly HD Price per Pay-TV Channel
-15%
+65%
-1%
-8%
+/- 0%

▪ Is linear Pay-TV still a sustainable model or will we see an increasing
fragmentation through further direct-to-customer (DTC) approaches like just
recently announced from Disney (in the US) or Viacom (in the Nordics)?
▪ We expect two main directions for the further development:
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▪ We identified a heterogeneous pictures when analyzing HD pricing of Pay-TV
channels in Germany, with Disney and Discovery as clear leaders in terms of
highest average channel price. The average Pay-TV HD channel price in Germany
is almost 4 times higher than the FTA HD pricing (0,57€ vs. 0,13€ per month)

▪ Operators will encourage Pay-TV channels to fully exploit their linear channels
towards integrated catch-up services with more content under the operator
umbrella. This enables operators to orchestrate the shift towards more flexible
consumption. Both the technical and commercial integration will help them to
defend their aggregator role
▪ More and more content providers will likely start their own DTC service. This
might eliminate the operators on the way towards the customer, but the
responsibility for technical distribution, marketing to gain necessary reach and
customer service will be solely on the content provider side
46 leading Pay-TV channels (excl. Sky) are considered, calculation based on first tier
including the specific channel in HD quality
source: veed analytics and company websites, as of June 2017
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veed analytics - Linear Reports
For more details on the linear
distribution landscape in the
DACH region please get in
touch to get informed about
the subscription model for our
Linear Market Reports:

▪ Packaging and pricing database covering the 10 most relevant platforms in Germany

▪ Proven approach to harmonize data across all platforms and channels
▪ 10 quarter historical data to identify trends
▪ Yearly subscription with access to Experience Studio or one-off available

Dr. Bernd Riefler
Chief Marketing Officer
veed analytics
+49 151 58243355
bri@veed-analytics.com
www.veed-analytics.com
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veed analytics: your video market intelligence service
Experience Studio

▪ 100+ services and platforms
from around the globe

▪ Try and compare user
experiences at your ease and
collect relevant insights from
our market experts

▪ Benefit from veed analytics’
expertise: packaging and
pricing, strategic positioning,
content approaches, underlying technologies

Market Reports

▪ Understand the underlying
market dynamics

▪ Covered markets: VoD (DE, US,
UK) & Linear (DE, AT, CH)

▪ Highlights: Detailed overview
on content positioning and
pricing strategies with our
strategic interpretation

▪ Update cycle: quarterly

Academy

Advisory & Bespoke

▪ Tailored, interactive

▪ Leverage our expertise and

workshops chosen from a
comprehensive list of modules
at client’s or veed analytics’
offices/premises

▪ We combine standard training
approaches with live access to
leading video services

▪ Profound knowledge of our
experts - not only trainers but
analysts and project managers

▪ Integration of our latest
analytic insights into modules

data access to answer
strategic questions and
receive guidance for your
market activities

▪ Make use of our data analytics
capabilities, international
market knowledge and trend
insights

▪ Enable yourself to make data
and insight driven business
decisions

▪ Leverage the treasure of the
data you already have
internally (partner reporting,
usage data, and others) by
benchmarking them with our
data pool
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Disclaimer
This document is intended for personal use of our clients only. It is based on recent public
information which we consider reliable, but we do not represent that it is accurate or
complete, and it should not be relied on as such.

Distribution is only permitted without any changes or omissions – publication, in whole or in
parts, requires prior written consent by veed analytics | Mücke Sturm & Company GmbH and
correct citation of sources.
All mentioned company names, logos, brands, brand symbols and other copyrighted material
are the sole properties of the respective company; they are only used for illustrative
purposes.

veed analytics offers unique international video service analytics. As a customer you receive
thorough reports, insights and analyst sessions in our Experience Studio enabling you to
maximize your business and to design outstanding video products.
veed analytics is part of Mücke, Sturm & Company GmbH, one of the leading digital
transformation consultancies in the German-speaking market.
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